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2300819 /2079

BETWEEN

DR CHRISTOPHER DAY

and

LEWISHAM AND GREENWICH NHS TRUST

Claimant

Resoondent

-

\UTITNESS STATEMENT OF

DR MEGAN SMITH

I, Dr Megan Smith will say as follows:

Background

I am a consultant ariaesthetist. I was entered on the GMC's specialist register in

2015 and have worked as a consultant since then. During my training I completed a

Patient Safety Fellowship at The Ro1,2| Marsden Hospital. Since my appointment as

a consultant, I have been a member of my hospital's Serious Incident Review Panel

and am currendy the mortality lead for the department of anaesthesia with

responsibility for investigating any patient deaths. I am also a practising barrister

and I carry out expert witness work (primarily in the field of clinical negligence) for

claimants and defendants.
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1.2. I have become aware of the circumstances of this case through my work with

EveryDoctor, a doctors campaigning group through which I have met Chris and

become famthar with this case.

1.3. I do not propose to repeat the extensive background to this case. It is set out in the

Grounds of Claim before the tribunal.

2. How serious were the protected disclosures made by the Claimant in 2013-

2104?

2.1. The substance of the protected disclosures made by the Claimant was that:

2.1.1. D octorf patient ratios were inappropriately high and a risk to patients at

lToolwich ICU;

2.1.2. ICU trainees who were rostered to cover the ICU (as well as critically ill

patients on the wards and in the Emergency Department ("ED')) had

insufficient clinical experience, training, and competence to fulfil a role

of such responsibility which put patients at risk and compromised

patient safety;

2.1.3. Senior medical supervision of these ICU trainees was inadequate and a

risk to patients at Woolwich ICU which put patients at risk and

# corriproriiised patient saferyl' w'l)'

2.1.4. The Respondents' managers failed to investigate these safety related

matters adequately;

2.1.5. The Respondents'managers provided false information about the

claimants protected disclosures; and

2.1.6. The Respondent's managers provided false information to those

investigating these safety related matters.

2.2. These disclosures were made repeatedly by the Claimant to various members of the

clinical and management staff at the Respondent, in particular to:
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2.2.1..

)'))

2.2.3.

2.2.4.

2.2.5.

2.2.6.

Dr Roberts in a phone call and email on 29 August 2013;

Dr Brooke in a meeting on 29 August 2013 and by email dated 2

Septemb er 201,3;

Dr Harding, Assistant Medical Director for Professional Standards in an

email forwarded on 3 September 201,3;

Joanne Jarcett, the off-site duty man ger, tn a phone call and email on 10

January 2014 and a further email on 1.4 January 2014;

In addition, the Claimant informed Joanne Janett via emaii on 1,4

January 2014 that hospital manasers were providing false information

and were failing to investigate and deal with patient safety issues in the

Respondent's ICU;

Statements made by the Claimant on 3 June to the ARCP panel (which

included a senior doctor from the Trust, Dr Harrison) about patient

safety at Woolwich lCU, the hosprtal arcansements for 1,0 January 201,4,

the events of that night and subsequently and attempts by Trust

management to discredit him and present the issue as his competence

rather than patient safety.

2.3.

Doctor patient ratios

In 201,3, the standards required to be met by lCUs were set out in the document

"Core Standards for Intensive Carc Units" (the "Core Standards') published by the

Faculty of Intensive Care medicine ('FICM'), the Intensive Care Sociery ("ICS")

and a number of other allied ICU professional hbalthcare groups (see Supplementary

Bundle pages XXX).

Section 1.1,.3 of the Core Standards states that:

"In general, [the Consultant/Patierut ratio showld not exceed a raruge behaeen

1:8 - l:15 andJ the ICU residentf Patient ratio sboald not exceed 7:8."

The rationale for this requirement was that:

2.4.

2.5.
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"The best current euidence is a Consaltantf patient ratio in excess of 1:14 is

de/eterioas to batierut care and Consu/tant well beins. Howeuer the actual ratio

-

need.r to be determined fut thefollowingfactors:

' Carc Mix
. Patient Turnouer

'Ratios of Trairuees

. E xperience oJ. Train ees

'Telemedicine

. .furye Capacifii"

[Emphasis added]

2.6. A number of studies have shown that there is a direct link between Patient to

Intensivist ("PIR') ratao (i.e., the number of patients an intensive care doctor is

caring for) and patient mortalityl. In one studf, the association between PIR and

mortality was "U-shaped". There was a reduction in the odds of mortality

associated with an increasing PIR up to 7.5 patients after which the odds of

mortality increased agatn signifi candy.

2.7. It is true that some eadier studies did not demonstrate this effect, however as

explained in the Cershengor'fi st:;;,dy, the methods used in some of these studies were

flawed or they were not designed to answer this specific question.

2.8. The Core Standards also require:

I Fror example Neuraz A, Gu6tin C, Payet C, et aL Patient mortalirv is associated with staff resources and v'orkload in the ICLI: a multicenter
obsersadonalswdy. CitCareMed.2015;43(8):1587-1594-adjustedriskofd,vingonagir"enshiftrvas2.0timeshigherifthePlRwasmorethan
14:1 versus less than 8:1 on that shift-

2 Gershengorn HB et al. Association of Intensive Care Unit Patient-to-Intensivist. Ratios with Hospital Mottality. jAl\[A
Intem Med 20 17 ;17 7 Q) :388 -39 6.
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2.9.

2.L0.

2.1,1.

2.12.

" l.l .5 A Consultant in Intensiue Care Medicine must be inmediatelS

aaailable 24/7, be abk to attend within i0 minates and must anderta,ke

haice daifi ward rounds.... Consaltant Intensivists must be auailable at all

times to ffir consultant leuel care to patients as flecessary. Consaltant

Intensiaists participating in a drfl rota (including oat af hours) mast not be

responsiblefor deliaeing other sentices, such as smetgefig medicine, acute

general medicine and anaestbesia (including obstetic anaestbesia), phih

couering the nitical care unit."

Many of these requirements v/ere repeated in the later version of the Core Standards

Gh. Guidelines for the Provision of Intensive Carc Services ("GPICS')) which

cleady states that:

"Tbe nigbhtime resident to patient ratio shosld not normal$t exceed l:8."

These were not new standards in201,3/2014 and have remained the same ever since.

ft seems to me that there are two key issues that arise in relation to the Respondent's

failure to meet this standard. First, as can be seen from the Claimant's witness

statemeot, the substance of what he was saying was that at al7 times when he was

working as the resident night time ICU doctor he was expected to cover 18 ICU

beds, assess new criticily unwell patients on the wards in the hospital andf or in the

ED, and review a list of ICU outlier patients on the wards who had been flagged as

potentially requiring admission to ICU and therefore warranted close monitoring

and regular review.

The ratio within the ICU (i.e., before any other duties outside the ICU were taken

into account) was well in excess of the requirements in force at the time. As stated,

those ratios wercf arc in force in order to protect patients, promote safe patient care

and reduce morbidity and mortality. When one then adds into the mix the

additional responsibilities allocated to a very inexperienced ICU doctor, those

matters can only have been more significandy compromised.
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2.'.13.

2.1,4.

2.15.

2.16.

For the avoidance of doubt, in my view, based on my own prucacal experience, the

ratio of 1:18 in the Respondent's ICU was, prima facie, unsafe and (if more than a

one-off incident) was something that was required to be rectified by the recruitment

of mote (and in some cases more experienced) junior doctors.

I trained in anaesthesia bet'ween 2006 and2015. In this time, I spent 18 months

trainingin ICU anda further 12 months covering ICU on call out of hours (.e.,

overnight and on the weekends). I never worked with such high ratios in the NHS.

$7hen I was a junior gade anaesthetist (i.e., 
^ 

yer 1 and 2 anaesthetic/ICU trainee)

there was always, as a minimum, a senior registrar on shift with me. When I was the

senior doctot on shift, unless there were fewer than 8 patients (which was the case in

one ICU I worked in) then ayear 7 or 2 anaestheticllCU trainee wouid be on shift

with me. This meant that ward-based patients requiring review or assessment for

admission (or critically unwell patients coming into the ED) would be seen by one

of the on shift ICU ttainees (usually, though not always, the most senior) and the

patients in the ICU itself would be cared for by the other ICU doctor(s) on shift.

Further, the medical wards and the ED would have their own out of hours teams

covering the care of ward patients and those being admitted to the ED. As I

understand it from the Claimant's witness statement, this was ordinarily the

affangemeflt at the Respondent, however on 10 January 2013, t'uro of the ward-based

doctors did not attend for work. This meant that the already inappropriately

stretched ICU doctor had to cover even more ground. In circumstances such as

these, I would expect the consultants on call for the specialities in which the t'wo

doctors who failed to attend to be called in from home to cover their duties. Vtrilst

unpopular, this is what consultants on call from home are paid to do and, whilst a

rafe occurrence, in my experience it is what they do when required.
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2.1,7.

2.18.

Trainee experiencc and competcnce asscssment

The CCT in Intensive Care Medicine that was in force in 2013 /2AM3 stated, in

relation to out of hours work by trainees, that:

", . ..it is important to ensure tltat anj new aspects of emergenry work are

andertaken initialfi aitb close clinical supervision."

It is worth noting that for any doctor who has no ICU experience at the start of

their placement, almost every clinical scenario that they are exposed to will tepresent

"nety aspectl'in relation to which"close ilinical supervision" would be required. In my

view it is self-evident that a doctor with no ICU experience cannot be left alone

unsupervised out of hours. In additiofi,'ocl0se" superrision cannot be provided by a

doctor who is on call from home. In anaesthesia, there ate 4 categones of

supervision (these or their equivalents were in place in201.312A&) and are as

followsa:

Direct supervisor involvemeflt, physically present in theame throughout.

Supervisor in theatre suite, available to guide aspects of activity through

monitoring at regular intervals.

Supervisor within hospital for queries, able to provide prompt

direction/ as sistance.

Supervisor on call from home for queries able to provide directions via

phone or non-immediate attendance.

Should be able to manage independendy with no supervisor involvement

(although should inform consultant supervisor as appropri^te to local

protocols.

A "brand new" ICU doctor (or doctor in any specialiry in which they have no prior

experience) in the first weeks and months of that practice will, in my opinion, fall

1

2A

2B

2.19.

: https://www.6cm.ac.uk/sites/ ficm/frles/documents /2021-10 /cct-io*icrn-part-ii---assessment-system-2019-v2.4*frnal*0.pdf

a hnpsr I / rcoa.ac.uk/training-careers/training-anaesthesia,/2021-anaesthetics-curiculum/2021-curriculum-assessment-2

-J
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within the equivalent of level 1 supervision. As they progress (and are forrually

assessgd to have met the standards set out in the FICM curriculum), they will

progress to level 2. I have never worked in a hospital where an ICU or anaesthetic

trainee in the first year of their speciality training \ras expected to work with level 3

supervision out of hours.

2.20. In my view, the additional guidance supports this position. The Core Standards

state that:

"An IC(J retid*nt ma1 be a medical trainee, SAS doctor arAduanced

Critical Care Practitioner. It is not @prapiatefor a Foundation Year doctor

to be left as tbe sole resident doctor ofl an ICf,l. There must be imm-ediate.

acceis to a practitioner who is skilled aith adaanced ainaa1 tecltniques."

2.21,. In addition, the Core Standards state that:

"Critical Care trainees rnast ltaue appropiate experience to work in a critical

care aniL"

2.22. A 201,1 European Society of Intensive Care Medicine studys (on which doctor

patient ratio recommendations were in part based) recommended as follows re

medical trainees working in ICU both in and out of hours:

"Medical Trainees

Trainees in medical and surgical speciahiu (e.g, anestbesiolog)\ intental

medicine, pulmonologt, snryed nay afier ZJears of training in their?rimary.

specialbt and within tltefrarne of their specialfl, work in an ICII ander clearb

defined saberuision........_
'Crl*rloolA 

of medical actiaifi.

s Valentin A, F-erdinande P. Int Cate Med. 201'l;37(10) Volume 37: 1575-1587
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The corutinui|t of medical care in the ICTJ duing nighx, weekends, and

hotiday is assured @ tbe regular medical staf af the ICU on a 24 l/ dE

basis [22-2aJ. Thg can be assisnd bj skilled and experienced rvsidentsfum

other dryartments with basic training in intensiue care medicine, prouided therc

is a back-up aJ'tlte rugalar staf amund tbe clock [25-28J. Tbis actiaifl needs

to be consid.ercd in tbe calculatian of reqaested regular staff,"

2.23. All of these standards were/are in place to ensure that the care deliveted to patients

is safe and appropriate. When ICU trainees first b.g" their training, they are

unlikely to possess many (or any) of the core lifesaving skills and competencies that

a qualified higher level ICU trainee or consultant possesses. This means that it is

completely inappropriate for these tainees to be left alone to manage the ICU out

of hours until the department is satisfied that they possess the required levels of skill

and competence.

2,24. Emergency intubation and stabi-lisation of acutely unwell patients is a core part of

the job of an ICU physician. These are not procedures that can wait 30 minutes

until a consultant who is on call from home out of hours is able to reach the

hospital. This is why there is a requirernent for immediate access to a practitioner

who has advanced airway skills.

2.25. Doctors with the level of experience that the Claimant had at the time in question

would not have (and would not be expected to have) anything other than basic

akway and lifesaving skills. These can save a life as a temporising measure, but

definitive ainvay access (tracheal intubation) and cardiovascular resuscitation have to

be secured quickly or the patient will come to harm. These skills (which are

routinely provided by the ICU team) are far more advanced and can only be gained

by those new to ICU by being taught and fully supervised in performing them until

they have achieved a prescribed level of competence (in 2013/2014 the criteria {or

such competencies were set out by the Royal College of Anaesthetists (in

conjunction with a number of other Royal Colleges) in its extensive "CCT in
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2.26.

Intensive Care Medicine)"6. There is simply no v/ay that any ICU doctor in their first

weeks and months of practising ICU medicine can be competent enough in these

skills to warant being left alone with sole responsibility for the management of

critically il1 patients.

By way of comparison, anaesthetic trainees, some of whom often have extensive

experience in other 
^reas 

of medicine, are not (and u/ere not in 2013/2014)

permitted to work alone until completion of an initial assessment of competencies.

This happens at 3 months and relates to the most straightforward and simple of

elective surgical patients who are neither acutely unwell nor physiologically unstable.

These trainees are not permitted to provide solo out of hours cover in this time and,

in reality, during the first year of their training they are paired on call with a much

more senior, experienced, and skilled trainee. Trainees have to learn by experience

as well as by study, but that experience must be gained in a supervised manner and,

initially, that supervision must be direct rathex than distant. To do otherwise is to

put patient safety at risk.

In my view, the supervision referred to above, in addition to the provision of

"immediate access to aduaruced ainual skillf', cannot be fulfilled by an anaesthetic registrar

who is covering emergency surgical cases (tather than on duty in the ICU) working

solo out of hours. They may well be in theatre with a patient under anaesthesia.

That patient cannot be left unattended. I have worked in hospitals where an

anaesthetically trained junior who was covering the ICU would temporarilv "swap

places" with the anaesthetic registrar in order that the latter could assist w-ith a

complex or extremely unwell patient, but that was not possible in the Claimant's

case as he was not trained to cate for an anaesthetised patient in theate.

2.27. In my experience, either there is a more experienced senior doctor also on shift in

the ICU to guide, support and teach the junior trainee, or the anaesthetic on call

6 See footnote 3.
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2.28.

2.29.

234.

team is comprised of a senior and a junior doctor, the latter being capable of being

left alone with a paaent in theatre for short periods in order that the former can go

and assist in the ICU.

Inadcq uate senior clinician supentision

The SUI reports (see Supplementary bundle) indicate that there was no (or no

robust) assessment of junior doctors' ICU competencies before they were left alone

out of hours in the ICU. This is both illogical and inexcusable in my opinion. The

requirements in force at the time were clear in relation to the level of experience

required of trainees. If competence is not provisionally assessed, then there is no

way of knowing whether it is safe to leave trainees alone on shift with criticall), ill

patients. The nvo avoidable deaths in the SUIs indicate strongly that it was not.

This is information that should have been obtained and acted upon before a patient

Qet alone two patients) came to harm.

Failure to inuestigate adcquatelj

See section 3 below in relation to this.

Pruaision offals e i{o nnation

lThilst I cannot comment direcdy on whether false information was provided by

managers about the patient safetv incidents , andf or whether there was a failure t<r

investigate and deal with patient safety incidents at Woolwich ICU, , I can say rhat as

a member of a Serious Incident Review Panel the provision of false information is

inappropfl^te, unprofessional, Iikely to be unlawful and render an institution in

breach of its own policies, procedure and codes of conduct as well as its statutory

obligations. It should also be a serious disciplinary m ttet Covering up incidents is

unlawful and, as was found by Sir Robert Francis QC in his report of the Mid-

Staffordshire Inquiry, is likely to lead to parient harm.
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3. The Respondent's response and the SUIs

3.1,. I now turn to the issue of how I would have anticipated, from my own experience,

the disclosures to have been responded to by the Respondent, and the implications

of the SUIs that post-dated the disclosures as referred to by the Claimant.

3.2. As a result of the events of 10 January 201,4, the Claimant logp5ed a Datix (serious

incident) report. Datix is the incident reporting system used by the NHS. The NHS

has a standardised framework for the investigation of incidents. The framework in

place tnJanuary 2014 was the NHS Commissioning Board's "Serious Incident

Framework - March2013"7 (the "Framework'). A serious incident is defined in the

Framework as:

"an incident that occurred dunngNHS funded healthcare..., which resulted

in one or more of the following

o anexpected or auoidable deatb 0r seaere bann of one or more patients, staf

or members of the public;

. a neuer eaent - all neuer eaents are defirued as serious incidents a/though not

all neaer euents necessarifi result in seaere barzn or death. (See l\euer

Euents Framework);

o a scenaio that?reuents., or tbreatens toPreaent, an organisation's abili?t to

contiruue to deliuer heahhcare seraices, including data loss, Pro?e@ damage

or incidents in population pmgrammes like screening and immunisation

where barut potentialfi ma1 extend to a larye population;

. allegations, or incidents, ofpfuisical abase and sexual assau/t or abusel

andf or

o loss dcoryfidence in tbe selryice. adaerse media clt'erage orpablic cnncffn

about bealtbcare 0r afi organisationJ' p,mphasis added]

r See Appendix 1
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3.3. In my view the repeated provision of inadequately experienced ICU juniors, the

persistent breach of doctor-patient ratios in force, and the incident of 10 January

2014 each fall within the definition of a serious incident.

3.4. Under the heading "Common Governance Principles" (page 11), the Framework

sets out the way that an organisation should respond to an individual incident as well

as how it should be able to detect trends and specific areasfthemes of concern. This

is of relevance in the context of the two SUIs mentioned in the Claimant's witness

statemeflt. \fi4rere nvo incidents resulting in the death of a panent occur in the same

unit within a relatively short time of one another, and the level of experience and

competence of the junior doctors on duty, coupled with the manner of their support

and supervision by seniors is identified as an issue, I would expect, per the

Framework, for those responsible for serious incident investigations to be capable of

identifying a potential theme or pattern and acting accordingly.

3.5. Page 1,6 af the Framework shows a flowchan of steps required to be taken when a

serious incident occurs. Similady, page 18 sets out the steps to be taken when a

serious incident occurs. Under the heading "Immediate action for providers" it

states that:

"A tof, enuironment should be re-established as soon as possible."

3.6. I am unaware whether the staffing ratios were flag14ed by any member of staff other

than the Claimant prior to him first raising the issue in August 201,3. I note the

reference in SUI 656 (see paragraphT.Z.4) to chronic issues with 100% bed

occupancy and extreme pressures on the ICU and its staff which suggests that this

was at least known to be an issue, even if it had not been logged as a serious incident

affecting patient safety (which, in my view, it should have been). However, as soon

as the matter was raised in this manner by the Claimant I would have expected

immediate action to have been taken. That action should, in my view, have included

some or all of the following steps:
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3./.

3.8.

3.6.1,.

3.6.2.

3.6.3.

3.6.4.

Immediate recruitment of appropriately qualified locum ICU junior

doctors to reduce nightly ratios to the recommended levels;

Medium term recruitment of appropriately qualified ICU iunior doctors

to reduce nightly ratios to the recommended levels;

In the event that either/both of these steps were flot possible, the

requirement for the on-call ICU consultant to be resident;

In the event that 3.6.3 was not possible, the closing of ICU beds to

bring the tatios to a safe level.

Step 3.6.4 would be an absolute last resort which would necessitate that critically

unwell patients admitted to the ED would have to be stabilised by the in-house ICU

team then transferred out to an ICU with available beds. \X4rilst ideally there wouid

always be ICU beds available for any patient who needs one in the hospital that they

first attend, that is simply not the redtty of the NHS in the last decade or so. ICU

bed numbers have fallen, and demand has increased. As a result, patients are

routinely transferred out of one hospital with no free ICU beds to an ICU that does

have capacity.It should be noted that the availabiliry of an ICU bed is a function not

only of the avarlabitry of a physical bed and bedspace in which to care for the

patient; it is also a function of the staff available to deliver that care. It is routine to

"close" ICU beds if there are inadequate nursing staff to care safely for the patient.

The same should be true in relation to the routine availability of ICU doctors.

As stated above, there is evidence that ICU doctor to patient ratios of >1:8 are

detrimental to outcomes and patient safety. I am aware of a number of SUIs that

happened in the Respondent's ICU in the months after the Claimant's August 201,3

disclosures and before the Datix report lodged by him in January 2014. Both of

these incidents occurred out of hours, and both seem, in part, to have been caused

by the clinical inexperience of the doctor on duty, coupled with inadequate/deficient

support from the on doty consultant. The inexperience of the ICU doctors being

used at night was explicidy raised in the Claimant's August 2013 protected

disclosure.

For example, in relation to SUI 596, the investigation conciuded that:3.9.
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3.10.

"The ICU resident discussed the patient fu telEhone with his consultant.

Howeuer, as tbe residentfailed to appreciate the seuerifi of MrA's condition,

tlte commanicationfailed to resalt in an escalation of cart'

Similarly, in SUI 656:

"Tbis calls into qaestion the competenry of the practitioner wbo inserted the

drain and reqairvs analtsis of the gtstems anderpinning how competerugt is

established, and the robustness of superaision _from senior clinical stnff'

'Tbe inuestigationfound that there bad been noformal assessment fui the

Trust of the competerugt of tbis clinicalfelloa to undertake the insertion of a

chest drain (on a background of lack offormal competenE assessmentsifor

rummon procedares witbin the critical care aruil1"

"7.2.4 Working conditions witbin Citical Care unit and unit culture

Occupangt leaels around 100% baue existedforpmlonged periods at the

pEH ICU and indeed surounding units recentll. This inuestigation has

htghlishted the pressares tbat exist witltin the ptrH site related to actiuifl,

capacifit and sentice demands which continue around tlte clock and mirvvrs a

national awareruess of the need to expand the capacifii of critical care seruices.

It can be uery dfficult to maintain a robast sartA culture when unit occupangt

rurus consistentljt at 100% witb seaere pressare on beds. This is demonstrated

b3 tbe apparent increased tolerance of oat of hours procedures due to ltigh

demand upon ICIJ care which bas become a/most norrna/ised, whereas there is

good eaidence that non emergenry procedares tend to haue belter outcomes f
wndertaken during hours when more senior staff are auailable."
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4.

4.1.

4.2.

4.3.

The public statements of the Respondent after the settlement agreement

reached in October 2018, and their description of the Claimant's allegations

As explained above, whilst mistakes and accidents do happen in the NHS, they are

not common and, in particular, events causing severe harm or death zte rate. As

such they must be investigated in a timely fashion as required by the publications

aheady referred to.

The allegations raised by the Claimant would be of grave concern to any medical

professional and any serious incidentf goverrcncef dsk manager. The primary

concern would be for the safety of the patients in the ICU, particularly given

subsequent (apparendy avoidable) patient deaths. However, the institution ought

also to have been extremely concerned about reputational damage and its standing

with those commissioning its services with whom it would have had legaily

enforceabie contracrnl affeements. I would expect an immediate and thorough

investigation to have been initiated. That investigation should have been conducted

in accordance with the Framework and it should have reported to the Respondent's

serious incident review panel with actionable suggestions for remediation within the

timescale set out in the Framework.

In light of this and the conclusions that I have reached above, it seems to me that

the Respondent's press statements and statements on its own website at best

undeqplay the seriousness of what was occurring in the ICU and at worst v/ere

misleading in relation to the same. By way of example:

4.3.1. "The extemal inuestigationfoand it bad been appropriatefor Dr Da1 to raise ltis conceryts

and that the Trast had rerponded in the rigbt tilaJ". This does not seem to me to be

an accurate characterisation of the conclusions of the extetnal investigation

review panel.
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4.3.2. "50me of thepublidgt arownd this case has incorect[t made a link to thefirudings of apeer

reaiew of the critical care unit at QEH undertaken b1 tbe South l-andon Citical Care

I\ehvork in Febraary 2017... It is irnportant to be clear tbat tbese were not the same issues

tltat Dr Da1 bad raised in January 2014, wbich related tojunior doctor couer on the

medical wards" [emphasis added]. It is clear that the matters raised by the

Claimant related primarily to chronic and unsafe understaffirg issues within

the ICU together with junior doctors'inexperience in ICU medicine ruther

than to junior doctor cover on the wards. The latter u/as one aspect of one of

the protected disclosures that he made, but in my view, it was not the thrust of

that disclosure which zg ln related primarily to the serious patient safety

implications of chronic understaffing in the ICU. The single incident in which

two junior doctors failed to turn up for their shifts occurred on 10 Janaary

2014. In my view it is inaccurate to describe this single incident as "simply" u

matter relating to junior doctor cover on the wards. If the resulting staffing

shortage means that an inexperienced ICU trainee not only has to cover over

the double the number of patients in the unit than is permissible according to

then extant core standards, as well as critically ill patients on the wards and in

the ED, but now must also fill the gap left by those who were absent, then

that is much more sedous. Safety on what was already an inadequately staffed

ICU must, by definition, also have been compromised by having its single

iunior doctor spread even more thinly. The Claimant's concerns,

communicated over a long period of time prior to and after the incident on 10

January201,4, related to chronic understaffing of the ICU out of hours, and the

risk to patients that posed. Concerns of this nature are not something that arc

"usual" or "commonplace" in the NHS. They are serious; the evidence is

clear that mort^ltty and morbidity in ICU patients increases as staffing falls

(see above). An institution that sought (or seeks) to play down or dismiss

such enormous systemic failures as a "one-off incident should nng alarm

bells for clinicians, commissioners, and regulators alike.

4.3.3. 'We baue alwals been clear that we did not treat Dr Da1 ar{airlj on tbe groaodt of

wbi$leblowing and that we inuestigated bis czncerns thoroagblj and appropriatell." I think

that, in light of the guidance set out above relating to the handling of serious
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incident reports, it is not open to the Respondent to assert that the Claimant's

concerns were investigated thoroughly and appropriately. The report that was

commissioned 1n201,4 by the Respondent appears to accept and condone the

running of the ICU in bteach of expressly stated national standatds that were

put in place in order to ensure that ICU patients received excellent and,

arguably more importandy, safe cate. The conclusions of the 201,4 report are,

in my view, completely at odds with these evidence-based principles and are

entirely inconsistent with the principles of the delivery of safe and excellent

patient care.

I confirm that this statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

/t fr
/ L/W.

l ,,-/Y

Signed .. :.. .. .... --.S--

Name DR MEGAI\ SMITH LLB, Batrister, MBBS, FRCA

Consultant Anaesthetist

Dated 20'h May,2022.
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Appendix 1

Serious fncident Framework - March 2013
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